
heartgreens

HeartGreens packs an army of organic super greens and fruits into your morning glass. And we 
didn't forget to make it taste great! Also, you can get on with your day knowing your body has 
the nutrients it needs.

• Good for Heart Health • Supplement Your Daily Nutrition
• Helps Support an Alkaline Diet • 9 Organic Superfoods in One Scoop

All Your Greens in One Glass a Day

A heart-healthy fruit full of vitamin C, 
folate, and potassium. Commonly found on 
the “dirty dozen” list our strawberries are 
proudly organic.

The fleshy seeds (arils) house its potent 
source of antioxidants – punicalagin – to 
help support a healthy heart and reduce 
oxidative stress.

Wheat seeds that have sprouted to unlock 
their nutrients. Wheatgrass also contains 
chlorophyll, amino acids, and valuable 
antioxidants. Wheatgrass is naturally 
gluten-free.

A member of the cruciferous family, kale is 
also one of the best sources of vitamin K1 
and antioxidants, vitamins A and C. 
Spinach is a hardy, dark leafy green that is 
a natural source of nutrients such as folate, 
magnesium, and calcium.

Other Ingredients:
Organic Flavors, Citric Acid, Rebaudioside A (from Organic Stevia 
rebaudina Leaf)
Contains: Wheat (as Wheatgrass)

Move over green drinks – there’s a new kid in town
Traditionally green drinks su�er from two problems. First – the taste. One glance at green drink reviews 
will show you exactly how polarizing the taste can be. Our personal favorite found on a competitor’s 
review is “it tastes like week old lawn clippings.” Ouch!
So HeartGreens took the flavor issue seriously. And tackled it head on. And we’re pretty sure we nailed it. 
Our scientists took certified organic ingredients to create the perfect blend. Combining 6 alkalizing 
greens and 3 organic fruits to create a powerful, heart healthy, great tasting greens drink, and the 
refreshing Green Apple flavor we’re so proud of.
The second problem of green drinks is quality of ingredients. Specifically, how many nutrients extract 
into the powder. We didn’t just walk down the vegetable aisle and grab everything that was green to put 
into our powder. We took advantage of the latest and greatest research on heart-healthy greens and 
fruits, and carefully selected only the best 6 alkalizing greens and 3 super fruits for the NEW HeartGreens.
Our researchers did the hard work so you don’t have to. And created a superfood formula you can finally 
enjoy!
And the best part…You can pronounce ALL the ingredients. Because we didn’t fill it with unnecessary 
fillers or scientific ingredients to get the nutrition in. No, we use REAL greens and REAL fruits.


